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Separate Account BOLI & Community Banks 
By Steven Marlow 

For some time, many larger banks have considered separate account BOLI to be the product of choice 
when implementing their BOLI program.  Historically, these separate account BOLI transactions were 
not available to the community bank marketplace due to economies of scale and a number of other 
factors.  In recent years, however, some in the BOLI industry have attempted to create separate 
account BOLI programs designed specifically for the community bank market.  While additional choice is 
always welcome in any marketplace, many community bankers may be unfamiliar with the risks inherent 
to a separate account BOLI transaction.   

 

The information in this article is intended to shed light on some of the separate account attributes of 
which many community bankers may be unaware.  In the article, we’ll try to delineate reality from 
marketing hype in an attempt to better arm community bankers with the information they need to 
evaluate and implement the BOLI program that’s right for them.   
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What is separate account BOLI?  Separate account BOLI is a design in which the bank’s premium is 
placed in an account that is separate from the general portfolio holdings of the life insurance carrier.  
These separate account assets are then invested by money managers that can be either internal to the 
life insurance carrier or outside of the company (for example, Pimco, Goldman Sachs, BlackRock, 
Morgan Stanley, Invesco, etc).  The separate account assets are generally held outside of the reach of 
the general creditors of the life insurance carrier. 

THINGS TO CONSIDER 

Risk Based Capital (“RBC) 
While separate account BOLI is often marketed as having a lower risk-based capital charge compared to 
General Account BOLI, the actual RBC charge depends on the assets underlying the separate 
account.  Many separate account BOLI designs have only a limited choice of investments that qualify for 
less than 100% RBC treatment.   

What to do: If a lower RBC charge is an important attribute to the bank, it is 
recommended that the banker investigate the number of investment selections the life 
insurance carrier offers and the risk-weighting of each.  Remember, it is ultimately the 
bank’s responsibility to determine the RBC weighting of a particular separate account 
investment, which is based on the Investment Guidelines of the account (not the 
actual holdings, which can be different).  Always request a copy of the investment 
Guidelines and don’t rely on an unknown outside opinion regarding the RBC weighting.   

Buying Power of the Investment Manager 
One of the major obstacles in creating a community bank separate account BOLI product has been the 
initial buying power of the investment manager(s).  Many investment managers require a certain 
amount of “seed” money, generally $25 million or more, to produce enough buying power to obtain 
good execution in the investment market.  Since community bank BOLI purchases are smaller by 
comparison, it has been difficult for adequate investment management buying power to be achieved.   

What to do: When considering a separate account BOLI product, a community banker 
should request information as to the asset size and performance history of the 
separate account manager and style being offered.  Also, remember that the “investor 
control” rules of IRC Section 817 require that the assets underlying the separate 
account NOT be available outside of the insurance carrier(s).  When reviewing 
“historical yield” data, be sure to differentiate between data representing “outside” 
investment returns and those representing the actual performance of the assets in the 
separate account.  Be aware, for new accounts, there will NOT be any historical 
performance data. 
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Be Aware of All Your Investment Choices 
Separate account BOLI products are often marketed with one specific asset management style in mind, 
for instance a Bank Loan or CLO focused portfolio.  If we have learned anything from the market crash 
of 2008, however, it is that we need alternatives (or some sort of “safe haven”) for our money in times 
of market upheaval. 

What to do:  When considering a specific separate account carrier, determine what 
other alternative investment managers and styles are available at the carrier BEFORE 
you implement your program.  While carriers have the right to add and remove 
investment managers and styles from time-to-time, a separate account purchaser 
needs to make certain there are many investment alternatives available should the 
need arise. 

SVW May Limit Investment Choice  
Most separate account BOLI products incorporate a Stable Value Wrap (SVW) mechanism of some kind.  
The SVW provides an accounting solution to the mark-to-market rule by formulaically inventorying 
portfolio gains and losses over the duration of the portfolio.  Since the SVW provider is ultimately 
responsible for providing the mark-to-market overage or shortage at any given period in time, the SVW 
typically retains discretion over where the separate account assets can be invested.  Since “investment 
selection” can be a big selling point for separate account, the SVW’s limitation on the freedom of 
movement from account to account can have a negative impact on the appeal of this type of 
transaction. 

What to do:  Determine if, when, and in what amount any portion of the bank’s 
separate account assets can move from one account to another.  Rather than relying 
on the information contained in a SVW Term-Sheet, request a copy of the SVW 
Confirmation.  The SVW Term-Sheet is an abbreviated overview of the provisions 
contained in the SVW contract.  The SVW Confirmation (or “Confirm”) contains the full 
contract language. 

Inverse Relationship Between Size of Transaction & Costs  
Many of the charges contained in a separate account transaction are “pass-through” in nature, such as 
the SVW and Investment Management Fees.  Due to economies of scale, most charges increase as the 
transaction size goes down. 

What to do: Ask the carrier or vendor how their design has overcome the higher costs 
associated with smaller separate account transactions.  If the design utilizes a sharing 
of certain costs with other bank clients, investigate to determine if any additional 
restrictions or limitations accompany the design.  Some of these “sharing of costs” 
could include mortality costs, which may constitute a violation of the “insurable 
interest” doctrine.  A violation of the Insurable Interest doctrine means the policy 
could be considered an illegal wager on the life of the insured. 
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Guarantees vs Current Charges  
Many smaller separate account products contain something that is rarely seen at the larger-bank level: 
Guaranteed Charges that are higher than Current Charges.  Depending on the contract language, this 
typically means that the carrier has the right to raise the bank’s costs at anytime in the future.   

What to do: Review the life insurance contract and/or Private Placement Memorandum 
closely.  If Guaranteed Charges are different than Current, they will be disclosed in 
this document.  Also, analyze the documents for any other “profit valves” that may 
exist.  Due to the insurance contract language involved, it is advisable to enlist the 
help of a consultant familiar with Private Placement Variable Life Insurance. 

OTHER THINGS TO CONSIDER 

SVW Does NOT Guarantee Book Value  
As described above, the SVW is “inventorying” portfolio gains and losses over the duration of the 
portfolio.  However, every SVW contract limits the SVW provider’s exposure to market value 
fluctuations.  Once the limit has been exceeded, the SVW contract typically either requires: 1) the poorly 
performing portfolio be liquidated and invested in a very safe, very short duration portfolio (usually 
referred to as an “immunized portfolio”) or, 2) allows the bank to continue to hold the portfolio and 
have Book Value adjust downward to parallel any additional downward market fluctuations.   

Default Risk 
Since the separate account assets are segregated and invested outside of the general portfolio assets of 
the life insurance carrier, the bank is exposed to any investment default that may occur within the 
separate account.    

No Minimum Guaranteed Crediting Rate 
Separate account life insurance products generally do not provide a minimum guaranteed crediting rate.  

Asset Manager Investment Discretion 
A separate account asset manager’s investment selection for a BOLI program is more narrow than the 
asset manager of a life insurance company’s General Account.  The General Account’s ability to obtain 
greater diversification with a larger portfolio can result in a greater portfolio rate of return for the 
benefit of the bank.   

Sophistication of the Transaction 
Insurance products are not easily understood, even by people who deal with them on a day-to-day 
basis.  Actuaries, the insurance company technicians who design insurance products, are required to 
pass dozens of exams, sometimes over multiple decades, in order to be conversant in the art of life 
insurance product design.  The separate account product design unbundles these products for the 
buyer’s review.  While the disclosure is welcome, the information can be overwhelming, often requiring 
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the services of a consultant specializing in insurance.  The resulting analysis can elongate the 
implementation process and drive up the costs associated with the transaction. 

Oversight of Separate Account Investment 
In some instances, banks select separate account BOLI to have a choice as to where and how their 
money is invested.  In these instances, the community banker needs to consider whether there is 
adequate investment management sophistication and the available time to monitor the investment 
performance of their BOLI program.    

Conclusion 
Separate account BOLI has continued to work its way into smaller and smaller transactions.  While there 
are advantages to these types of transactions, even large-banks can find themselves unprepared for the 
associated risks.  We hope that the issues outlined here will help those community bankers considering 
separate account BOLI to be better prepared to evaluate whether this type of transaction is right for 
them.   
 
If you would like to learn more or have questions regarding separate account BOLI please contact 
Steven Marlow at Bank Compensation Consulting at steve.marlow@nm.com or by phone at 314-746-
2807.  
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